Fontvieille en Provence

Sustainable Development / Selective sorting guide
The Tourist Office is particularly involved in the selective recycling process. For several years, the actions
implemented have the objective of further reducing waste and the cost of treatment. So also during your
stay, think about the environment!
The selective collection
The selective sorting is an essential voluntary act for the environment. It associates the use of several 'Trash
cans'.
The yellow bags (for empty recyclable packaging, plastic, cardboard or metal)
The green waste bins (for glass)
The blue waste bins (for paper)

Once collected, the yellow bags are sorted manually at the waste recycling Centre of Southern
Rhone Environment. The collected materials are conditioned there to be transported towards
units of recycling or their treatment will allow the production of new products which will realize
savings.
The places where you can bring your glass and paper:
Remember to make your deposits in the waste bins distributed in different areas of the village:
*Rue Michelet *Parking de la Salle Polyvalente *Parking down at the cemetery
*Parking next to Tourist Office * Avenue de la Vallée
*Chemin de la Vieille Font * Lotissement St. Victor * Route de Tarascon * Aire de Camping-cars.
Where to throw away bulbs and used oil ?
* to the local technical services
Where to throw away batteries ?
* at the local technical services but also at the Tourist Office
the camping-site where you will find collection bins.

, the schools, kindergarden, city hall and

Where to throw away mobile phones and their accessoriess ?
*at the reception of the technical services and at the city hall.
Collection of cardboards (boxes) :
* they are possible on the platform of the mobile recycling center at the CCVBA or by direct deposit every day
at the technical services. A collection of cardboards is made every Wednesday at the same time as the
collection of the yellow bags.
Deposit of textiles : *1 textile bon is situated on the Route de Tarascon

